Our motto for the month June 2017:

I entirely depend on God
Remember who you are. You are God’s chosen child — Remember!

I depend on faith, Faith
depends on God, And God
depends on My cheerful
willingness.

Every day reduce your
dependency on the world And
increase your Goddependency.

Do not depend Either on time or
space. Depend only On God’s
ceaseless Grace.

~

~

Flowers depend on the
sunlight. I depend on God’s
Compassion-Height.

I do not depend on others’
faith In me. I depend only on
my faith In God.

Depending on human beings Is
like depending on weak
crutches. Depending on God's
Grace-Concern Is like depending
on Heaven-touches.

~

~

My success depends on How
much I know. My progress
depends on How much I care
for God.

My likes and dislikes Are
entirely dependent On God’s
Will.

~

Do not be a fool! Be wise and
depend on God for everything.

The betterment of the world
Entirely depends On God’s
unconditional Grace.
~
My God-realisation Entirely
depends On my God-reliance.
~
My human friendships Entirely
depend On my self-giving life.
My divine friendships
Sleeplessly depend On my
God-longing breath.

~
My happiness does not
depend on My possessions.
My happiness does not
depend on My renunciation.
My happiness entirely depends
on My constant, cheerful and
eager oneness With God’s Will.
~
God-manifestation on earth
Entirely depends on
humanity’s genuine love for
God.
~
If you depend on God entirely,
God will definitely guide Your
every breath And every step.

~

~

~
If we depend on God for
everything, God gives us
Confidence-satisfaction.

~

I am extremely happy! Why?
Because at every moment I
depend on God, only on God.

Do not depend on others.
Depend only on God’s
Compassion-Eye. It will
immediately tell you “Yes” or
“no”.

~

~

The rise and fall Of our
aspiration Entirely depends on
Our love of God.

My progress in the inner race
Depends entirely On God’s
endless Grace.

~

~

God-manifestation depends on
The seeker’s enthusiasm and
eagerness.

My happiness entirely depends
On my constant surrender to
God’s Will.

~

~

~

Our God-realisation entirely
depends on Our heart’s full
blossoming.
~
Challenges disappear When
you unconditionally depend
On God’s Compassion-flooded
Eye.
~
If I am dependent on God,
Only then can I feel that My
life has any meaning.
~

Our outer spiritual capacity
Depends on Our inner Godnecessity.

~
Each child born on earth Is a
unique promise of God to God
Himself.

~
Dive deep within Only to
discover that you are a
supremely chosen child.
~
To be a special child of God,
Change your name to A sleepless
God-gratitude-heart.
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I entirely depend on God
Never question your capacities. You can and you shall unmistakably manifest God.
Earth-transformation depends on your earth-acceptance.
Heaven-satisfaction depends on your Heaven-recognition.
~
I was a fool, I depended on my personal efforts.
I was a fool, I depended on man’s assistance.
I was a fool, I depended on God’s Grace.
But now I have become a wise man since I revised the order.
I now depend on God’s unconditional Grace first, ninety-eight and a half per cent.
And then I depend on my puny personal efforts, one per cent.
Finally I depend on man’s conditional assistance, one-half of one per cent.

Question: When will perfection dawn here on earth?
Sri Chinmoy: It entirely depends on earth’s aspiration and earth’s receptivity. Earth’s
aspiration and earth’s receptivity are entirely responsible for the dawn of perfection on earth.

Question: Does everyone have a special mission on earth?
Sri Chinmoy: Yes, each individual has a special mission on earth. What that mission is
depends on the development of the soul. If the soul is extremely developed, then the mission
of that particular person will be very, very great.

Question: Can you say that love is the only law in the whole universe?
Sri Chinmoy: Love is the only law. We can call it “law”, we can call it “love”, we can call it
“oneness”. A judge or a scientist will say “law”, a seeker will say it is all love and a spiritual
Master will say it is all oneness. It depends on the person. A seeker will say that love is
holding the universe. A person who has realised God will say that oneness is holding the
universe. An ordinary human being will say that laws are holding the universe. If you break
the laws, then there will be chaos. If everybody abides by the laws, then there will be no
disharmony, no conflicts, no quarrels, no fights. But when we go one step ahead and become
seekers, at that time we say that if I really love you and you really love me, then there will be
no disharmony or conflict at all. Again, if we go still farther, deeper or higher, we see that if I
am one with you and you are one with me, then there can be only perfection. It depends on the
individual’s spiritual growth. First comes law, then comes love, then comes oneness.

Sri Chinmoy (1931 – 2007)
Author of over 1.600 published books on spiritual topics. For more
information visit: http://www.SriChinmoyLibrary.com/
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